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I am going to talk about: 

 

1. Personalisation/customisation 

2. Transparency 

3. New privacy considerations 

4. Automation 

 



1. Personalisation / mass-customisation 



Trikoton: customised using voice data 



Trikoton: customised using voice data 

Creep factor: 

0/10 



Facedeals: check-ins triggered by your face 



Facedeals: check-ins triggered by your face 

Creep factor: 

6/10 



MiiNome: Genetics-based advertising 



MiiNome: Genetics-based advertising 

Creep factor: 

10/10 



2. Transparency and honesty 



O2’s service outage in 2012 



O2’s service outage in 2012 



O2’s service outage in 2012 



Kimitachi Sushi: pulling back the curtain 



Patagonia: supply chain transparency 



Patagonia: supply chain transparency 



Patagonia: supply chain transparency 



Beyond transparency: embedding CSR 



Prescott punch? 



3. New privacy considerations 



Ubiquitous cameras 



Ubiquitous cameras 



Facial recognition technology 



Facial recognition technology: video 



Facial recognition technology: video 



Sitting room surveillance 



Sitting room surveillance 



4. Automation 



CTRL+F 



Google Insight 



Don’t become a slave to search 



It’s not all bad, as shown by Forward 3D 



Netflix’s data-driven content strategy 



Twitter bots 



Twitter bots 



The power of a single tweet 



The power of a single tweet 



Wibbitz: automated video 



Next step: robots replacing journalists? 

Analysts foresee ConAgra foods announcing decreased profits 
on Thursday, September 19, 2013, when it reports its first 
quarter earnings. Despite this, they are generally optimistic 
about the stock. 

Over the past three months, the consensus estimate has sagged 
from 53 cents. For the fiscal year, analysts are expecting 
earnings of $2.35 per share. Revenue is projected to be 30% 
above the year-earlier total of $3.31 billion at $4.30 billion for 
the quarter. For the year, revenue is expected to come in at $18 
billion. 

The majority of analysts (64%) rate ConAgra as a buy. That 
percentage is still below the mean analyst rating of nine similar 
companies, which average 64% buys. 

 



High frequency trading 



Despite Moore’s Law, still a long way to go 



Despite Moore’s Law, still a long way to go 

QuickTime™ and a
 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.
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To sum up: 

Find innovative ways to personalise  

Become more transparent  

New tech brings new privacy concerns 

Think about how automation can help 

Don’t be creepy 
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